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About This Game

Hold the Line covers battles fought during the American Revolution. This game is a careful conversion of the board game of the
same name developed by Worthington Publishing. Jump in and take command of the American or British forces during this

pivotal moment in the history of nations!

Featuring an addictive “Action Point” system, you have a limited number of orders to dictate to your troops each turn. You must
decide where to attack, who to rally, where to move and who to sacrifice to achieve your goals. Each scenario features unique

objectives for both sides and can be played as either. Double the challenge!

Replay the engagements of Commander-in-Chief George Washington and British General William Howe and see who has the
strategic might to gain the upper hand for the control of the burgeoning United States of America.

13 unique scenarios playable as either the Americans or British

7 scenario tutorial teaching the main principles of gameplay

4 campaigns, play a series of scenarios in succession for a combined score

Faithful recreation of the original board game
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Choose where to deploy your army

Bring in reinforcements when you need them
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Title: Hold the Line: The American Revolution
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
HexWar Games
Publisher:
HexWar Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I was surprised there weren't more reviews for Steamalot so I decided to write this in support of this small game. This game is
quite fun despite being a phone port. Gameplay is simple square grid turn based strategy, which can be difficult at times though
never overwhelmingly so. There are a few things I would like to point out that I don't think have been said already:

1) Deck sizes are 20 cards which seems to limit some of the possibilities for customization (though it probably also keeps the
levels from going on for too long)

2) Card packs are purchased with coins that are won from battles or won from completing certain battles. You can buy more
expensive packs with guaranteed rarer cards, but I found that just buying the cheapest pack with 5 random cards provided
enough uncommon and rare cards to be a better purchase, especially since the extra common cards can be sold for coins or used
to level other cards.

3) The developers have posted all the card creation combinations on their website. If you want to create cards, check out the list
there. The combinations would otherwise be too difficult and time-consuming to figure out on your own.

4) Leveling cards is not necessary to beat the game on normal mode. Leveling more than a few cards to their max seems like it
would take too much level grinding for coins unless you want to sacrifice some of your uncommon and rare cards that you only
have a single copy of. Only recommended for completionists and extreme PvP players.

Overall, Steamalot is a fun, short strategy game that can be played in small bursts. I'm already hoping for a sequel.. Meh.. not
that great a game in execution. I would say try Icewind Dale or some of the other games recently updated for PC.. maybe Linux
platform supported needed. Even better than the first one, SWARMRIDER OMEGA is my new favorite game!
. to help the dev(s).. Not so much a puzzle game, but just one puzzle repeated 50 times with microscopic variations. Time trial is
a joke, it's just about remembering how to solve each level and executing the clicks as fast as you can.

I'd give a neutral rating because the game isn't bad. It's just not interesting.. After playing the freeware version so many years
ago, I supported the dev (a single person) when it was announced a remake was being made. I felt that the freeware version was
well worth buying so I backed it the week it was announced. I knew it would take some time but didn't envision it would take
4.5 years to release. Along the way I followed the developer's updates on the website and waited for a while, checking every 3-6
months for updates. There were more frequent updates and Q&As hosted by the dev, monthly I believe. I wasn't too interested
in constant updates so I just follwed the roadmap. Eventually a beta level was released for testing.

But 5 days ago the dev released the entire game for backers of the prerelease. Also the dev had a discord group for bugs, and
was extremely responsive. I and many others pointed out small bugs along the way and most were fixed within an hour or so.
I've never seen that kind of interaction from a game developer. It's incredible the amount of time the dev put into this game and
it will impress even the casual gamer how meticulous he made this game. Yes there are some bugs left to be fixed, and some
performance issues on Win10, but I still am glad I supported this game development. I want to see more games eventually
Stephen!. This is surprisingly fun - almost passed by me invisibly! What could be improved are some quality of life issues - like
not having to jump to the various districts for selling goods. Other than that, there's not much to complain about.. It's not worth
the money. Gameplay is really bad. This eye is annoying. Game is full of glitches. You know, it's just boring. I didn't like it.
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Play on 1440p\/140hz+. So much eye candy, is retinal bleeding a feature?

PLAY ON HERO MODE FOR A SWEET RIDE!

Definitely gotten my moneys worth.

 Gameplay 9\/10 (Very good, mixes up the missions very nicely and keeps the game rolling)

 Graphics 9\/10(I played on 1080p60 before, it was decent looking. After upgrading to 1440pG-sync this game looks
phenomenal!)

 Longevity 7\/10 (Didn't max out upgrades until NG++ also extra activities, currently top 10 for survival)

 Music 10\/10 (Honestly if the audio wasn't so good I probably wouldn't play as long.)

 Voice\/Narration 3\/10 (Made me laugh, it's pretty bad)

 IMMERSION 10\/10 (You'll definitely feel like a "Wartech" operator)

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1748101031

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1748100951

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1748100759. The game has really unintuitive controls. The levels
are really boring and one dimensional. Ran into multiple clipping issues. The car animations are really bad.. great documentary,
10/10 would recommend to everyone. The best Compilations video EVER. ChargeShot is a wonderful little time waster, albeit a
bit monotonous. The graphics are charming, the environments sufficiently entertaining, and the music is very well done. I would
have preferred if the characters possessed unique skills, but I understand that the skins are purely cosmetic and lend a very
abstract, pong sort of feel to the game. If you enjoy mindless, reflex based local multiplayer, you could do a whole lot worse
than picking up ChargeShot on sale.. you can say "your mom is taking the hobbits to isengard now put that in your pipe and
smoke it!"
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